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Abstract: We used molecular dynamics simulations to study the scratching of Cu|Au nanolaminates
of 5 nm layer thickness with a nanoscale indenter of 15 nm radius at normal forces between 0.5 µN
and 2 µN. Our simulations show that Au layers wear quickly while Cu layers are more resistant to
wear. Plowing was accompanied by the roughening of the Cu|Au heterointerface that lead to the
folding of the nanolaminate structure at the edge of the wear track. Our explorative simulations hint
at the complex deformation processes occurring in nanolaminates under tribological load.
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1. Introduction
The “hardness” of a surface is determined through indentation experiments, which measure
the force required for a macroscopic or microscopic indenter to penetrate a surface [1]. The same
instruments are often used to test the scratch resistance of surfaces and thereby a means of studying
structural transformation of materials [2] or flow patterns [3–5] under normal force and shear. A related
technique, atomic-force microscopy (AFM), uses much smaller tips (on the order of ∼10 nm radius)
and can be used to characterize the frictional properties of surfaces [6,7] but it is rarely used to probe
surfaces in the plastic regime [8–10]. Yet, using the AFM to probe surfaces offers the possibility
to map local variations in hardness [11,12] and study the intrinsic strength of materials since the
deformed volume under an AFM indenter is small and often defect-free [13]. Plastic deformation is
also responsible for part of the material loss during abrasive, sliding wear [8,14–16] and the plowing
motion of asperities on the counter body contributes to the friction between two materials [16,17].
It has been noted that in metals the relationship between grain-size and indenter radius is important
and that the friction force depends on hardness only for grain sizes smaller than the indenter [18].
We here use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study scratching of a specific class of
materials that are nanostructured by design and therefore have an intrinsic scale that is on the order of
the radius of an AFM tip. Metallic nanolaminates, often also called heterostructures or multilayers,
consist of layers of pure metals or alloys of alternating composition and structure [19,20] that are
typically grown in sputter deposition processes. In bulk composites, mechanical properties can often
be obtained from rules of mixture but this simple description no longer holds for nanolaminates.
The nanolaminates’ exceptional properties can be connected to two associated factors, the reduction in
layer thickness to the intrinsic scales of dislocations, such as the Burgers vector or the splitting distance
of Shockley partials and the importance of interfaces in the system [21]. These metallic nanolaminates
not only exhibit enhanced strength and hardness [20,22–25], wear resistance [26,27] or toughness [28]
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but also offer the possibility to tailor those properties by choosing material combinations [29]. Metallic
nanolaminates have been characterized using indentation [3,4] and scratch [5] experiments but not yet
using tips of nanometer size.
2. Methods
Our atomistic model for the Cu|Au nanolaminate system consists of 8 layers of 5 nm thickness
bringing the overall thickness to approximately 40 nm. Cu and Au are stacked with their {111} surfaces
and the topmost layer exposes a free Au surface. Cu and Au have the same crystal orientation. The total
system is composed of approximately 20 million atoms. The lateral cell size needs to be commensurate
with the lattice constant of both, Au (lattice constant aAu = 4.07 Å) and Cu (aCu = 3.63 Å), phases.
The nominal misfit δ between the two phases and the residual misfit ∆ε between two crystalline
supercells can be defined as [30]
δ =
2 (aAu − aCu)
aAu + aCu
,∆ε =
2 (naAu −maCu)
naAu +maCu
, (1)
where n and m are the numbers of unit cells of the Au and Cu supercells that constitute the individual
layers in the multilayer stack. Our choice of simulation cell size minimizes ∆ε while keeping the
overall size small enough for our simulation methods. The size of the final system is 130 and 390 nAu
unit cells or 145 and 438 mCu unit cells along the x- and y-directions, respectively. The lateral size of
the system is 65 nm along the x-direction and 113 nm along the y-direction. Sliding takes place in the
y-direction and both x- and y-directions are treated periodic. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the system.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the atomistic setup for the nano-scratch MD calculations. Atoms are color
coded according to their type and mobility with mobile Au atoms in red and mobile Cu in blue, fixed
Cu atoms are in white and indenter atoms in gray.
Since Cu and Au are miscible (and can even form stable binary phases) [31–33], the interface
between Cu and Au were slightly intermixed to mimic interdiffusion observed in high-resolution
microscopy of these multilayers [3]. In brief, the ideal concentration profile for Fickian diffusion
between the two miscible species was computed. Cu and Au atoms were then randomly swapped
such that this profile is reproduced on average; more details are given in Reference [34]. Note that
this adds friction between the layers; a perfect Cu|Au heterointerface shows almost negligible friction
because it forms a perfect triangular lattice of Shockley partial dislocations at the interface [35]. A few
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atomic layers are kept fixed at the bottom of the simulation box to act as a rigid substrate and anchor
the atomistic model in space.
We modeled the indenter by a rigid sphere of 30 nm diameter. This diameter is typical for
tips used in classic atomic-force microscopy (AFM) type experiments [36,37]. AFM tips are also
considered as models for a single asperity on a rough surface [7]. The indenter was obtained by
freezing the structure of a Cu50Zr50 metallic glass obtained by melting a random solid solution of
Cu50Zr50 at 2500 K and then quenching it down to 0 K at a rate of 6 K ps−1. A purely repulsive (cut-off
radius rcut = 21/6σ) Lennard-Jones potential acted between atoms in the nanolaminate slab and the
indenter. The interaction parameters with Cu and Au are eCu = 0.4093, σCu = 2.338, eAu = 0.4251,
σAu = 2.485 [38]. Compared with a perfectly smooth mathematical representation of a hemisphere, the
amorphous structure introduced finite friction between indenter and metallic surface and gives rise to
realistic stress fluctuations at the contacting interface [13,39]. The rationale behind this model is that
nearly all experimental tips will have some some sort of surface disorder: AFM tips are commonly
made out of Silicon which oxidizes to amorphous silica at ambient conditions [37]. Note that this
interaction model ignores adhesion between tip and substrate.
We used an embedded atom method potential for the simulation of the binary Cu-Au system.
The potential is based on two high-quality potentials for the pure Cu and Au phases [40,41].
These potentials in particular describe well the stacking fault energy that is crucial for the proper
description of mechanical properties of our structures. Since all binary Cu-Au potentials underestimate
the stacking fault energy by around an order of magnitude, we tailored the cross-potential to the
properties of the Cu3Au, CuAu and CuAu3 phases. A detailed description of the potential and its
properties can be found in Reference [42].
Our simulations were run at constant temperature (300 K) using a Langevin thermostat with a
damping constant of 10 ps acting on the bottom two laminate layers of the system. The calculations
were performed in two steps. The first step consisted in lowering the spherical indenter along [1¯1¯1]
axis. The indenter was lowered with a downward velocity of 0.15 Å ps−1 (=15 m s−1) until the force
acting on the rigid indenter atoms reached the targeted value. We ran four sets of calculations at 300,
620, 1000 and 1800 eV Å−1 (≈0.48, 1.0, 1.6 and 2.9 µN). Then the indenter was moved along the [1¯10]
sliding direction over a distance of 40 nm from the indentation point. The calculations were run at
a constant sliding velocity of 0.5 Å ps−1 (=50 m s−1). Since the tip model in our simulation was a
spherical shell and represents just the bottom part of a true AFM tip, the mass of the sliding indenter
was artificially increased by a factor of 50. The tip moved at constant velocity and the direction of
movement was instantaneously reversed upon reaching the dead centers. We performed a maximum
of 5 reciprocating passes. The stroke length of 40 nm required 1.6 ns of simulation time for a single
reciprocating cycle.
The simulations were post-processed using two techniques. First, we analyzed the defect structure
introduced by the plastic deformation using the adaptive common neighbor analysis (CNA) [43–45].
This allows us to count and classify the dislocations present in the system. Second, in order to quantify
plastic rearrangements rather than defects (that are the carriers of plasticity by may disappear at sinks),
we computed the local strain tensor from the analysis of Falk & Langer within local neighbor spheres of
radius 3.5 Å that includes just an atom’s nearest neighbors [46]. More precisely, we compute the local
deformation gradient tensor F for each atom from the displacements of each atom’s neighbors between
two consecutive snapshots. From the deformation gradient we then obtained the Green-Lagrangian
strain tensor for atom i [47], Ei =
(
FTi Fi − 1
)
/2. Finally, we computed the von-Mises invariant γi of
Ei. This allows us to visualize the total amount of deformation experienced by the layers.
3. Results
Figure 1 shows the initial structure of the simulation setup. The system was composed of several
flat Cu|Au layers and terminated by an Au layer on top. The system was defect-free except for the
defects introduced by intermixing the Cu|Au layers at the interfaces. Individual panels in Figure 2
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show the qualitative evolution of the system at the different calculation stages at a normal force of
1000 eV Å−1.
(a) (b)
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(f)
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(e)
after cycle 1 after cycle 2
after cycle 3 after cycle 4
Figure 2. Snapshots of the reciprocating sliding contact simulation at a normal force of 1000 eV Å−1.
Each panel shows a 3D view of the system sliced parallel to the sliding direction for clarity. Panel (a)
shows the initial simulation setup, (b) the final stage of the indentation at 1000 eV Å−1 and panels (c–f)
show the final snapshot after cycles 1 to 4, respectively. Cu atoms are in shown blue and Au atoms are
in shown in red.
During indentation (Figure 2b), the indenter created a depression in the soft uppermost Au layer
but did not penetrate all the way to the next Cu layer. The indenter penetrated to a depth of 1.4 nm at a
normal force of 300 eV Å−1 and to a depth of 2.5 nm at a normal force of 620 eV Å−1. The latter depth is
approximately half way through the first Au layer. At 1000 eV Å−1, the identation depth (around 4 nm)
reached the first interfacial zone where Cu and Au are intermixed. These initial indentation depths are
the leftmost points of the data shown in Figure 3, that is the depth from which we start cyclic sliding.
At a normal force of 1800 eV Å−1, the indenter completely sank through the first Au layer during
initial indentation. During subsequent cycling, the indenter penetrated all layers up to the bottom
boundary of the simulation cell within the first cycle, indicating that the load exceeded the hardness of
the composite material. In the following, we will therefore focus on describing the results obtained at
300, 620 and 1000 eV Å−1 normal force where we observe steady sliding and continuous wear.
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Figure 3. Indentation depth as a function of the sliding cycle at normal forces of 300, 620 and
1000 eV Å−1. The horizontal shaded area represents the intermixed volume around the interfaces due
to Cu-Au interdiffusion. The inset shows a snapshot of the atomic system near the sudden drop event
observed for the 1000 eV Å−1 case marked by a black arrow (see text for more information). Atoms in
the inset are colored after their local atomic shear strain using the color-map displayed at the bottom.
The atomic strains are computed using two consecutive snapshots separated by 50 ps (corresponding
to a sliding distance of ∼2.5 nm). Interfaces are indicated by white dashed lines.
After indentation (Figure 2b), we moved the indenter laterally at a constant velocity of 0.5 Å ps−1
in a reciprocating motion. During this displacement the normal force was held constant. The true force
acting on the indenter comprises a component from the inertia of the tip and varies around the target
value. The fluctuation is on the order of ±10 eV Å−1 at a normal force of 300 eV Å−1, ±19 eV Å−1
at a normal force of 620 eV Å−1 and ±23 eV Å−1 at a normal force of 1000 eV Å−1 (Figure 4a). The
lateral forces necessary to displace the indenter are shown in Figure 4b. The reversal of the sliding
direction was accompanied by a reversal of the sign of the force and a corresponding jump. Except for
the lowest normal force investigated here (300 eV Å−1), the absolute value of the force jumped to a
lower value as the sliding direction was reversed. At 1000 eV Å−1, it is clearly visible in Figure 4b that
the force increased monotonously with sliding distance for all individual strokes, that is, the system
shows what is sometimes denoted as “frictional strenghtening”. A similar increase is visible during the
initial cycles at 620 eV Å−1, yet it appears that the system “runs in” and the friction response remains
constants and reproducible during the later cycles. We observe no such frictional strengthening at
300 eV Å−1. Another notable feature in the two cases at higher normal force is that during cycles 2 to 5,
the rate a which the lateral force strengthened increased as the indenter approached the dead centers.
(See the kink indicated denoted “(3)” in Figure 4b.)
Figure 4c, panels (1) and (2), show snapshots of the reverse stroke at two different stages during
frictional strengthening for the most pronounced case at 1000 eV Å−1. (Figure 4b indicates where in
the friction loop those snapshots were taken.) The snapshots clearly show that material is pushed by
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the indenter in the sliding direction. As the indenter approaches the point of reversal (Figure 4c (3)
and (4)), this material is pushed into the pile up near the dead ends.
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Figure 4. Normal (a) and lateral (b) force on the indenter over the sliding cycles for three loading
conditions, that is, normal forces of 300± 10, 620± 16 and 1000± 23 eV Å−1. The thick colored lines in
(a) show the floating overage of the normal force over a period of 50 ps, the thin lines show the full
data. (c) Sequence of snapshots taken during cycle 3 at 1000± 23 eV Å−1 at the positions within the
friction loop indicated by arrows in (b).
The progression in geometry at a normal force of 1000 eV Å−1 after each subsequent sliding cycle
is shown in Figure 2c–f. The indenter progressively sank into the substrate, accompanied by transfer of
material to the edge of the wear track where it piled up. Figures 2 and 3 also shows that the indenter
sank quickly into an Au layer while it requires multiple cycles to break through the harder Cu layer.
At a normal force of 620 eV Å−1 the indenter tip barely reached the pure Cu layer after 5 cycles and
the penetration rate was hence significantly reduced over the case at the larger normal force. At a
normal force of 300 eV Å−1 the indenter tip barely reached a depth corresponding to half the thickness
of the first Au layer. Note that in Figure 2d both the terminating Cu and the Au layer underneath
had thinned, indicating transport of material out of the contact by the reciprocating motion. Besides
thinning of the softer Au layer, the heterointerface developed roughness. This is especially visible in
Figure 2c–e for the heterointerface right under the sliding tip. Roughening is also observed outside of
the wear track just below the material piled up by the motion of the tip.
We show details of the deformation process in Figure 5 for the simulation at a normal force of
1000 eV Å−1. Panels (a)–(c) show the strain accumulated for each atom. We hide atoms that had
experienced less than 20% of atomic strain. During indentation, the strain is localized within the
terminating Au layer and a small region beneath the indenter apex. We complemented this strain
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analysis by a common neighbor analysis (CNA) that reveals the defect structure. (The supplementary
material contains videos of the CNA analysis of all three simulations described here.) Figure 5d shows
stacking faults in the heavily strained region, demonstrating that the deformation of the material is
accompanied by the formation of stable defects. The top view of the deformation during indentation
reflects the threefold symmetry of the {111} slip planes outside of the main indenter depression.
Dislocations nucleated underneath the indenter apex and then escaped on the respective FCC slip
planes leading to a region with six-fold symmetry that carries most of the deformation.
The strain accumulated in the first layer and the corresponding density of defects (Figure 5d–f)
increased after the first stroke. Interestingly, damage in the lower-lying Cu layer (and the next Au
layer) can only be seen at the location of indentation and the opposite end of the wear track. After the
first full stroke, deformation and defect structure had spread from the terminating Au layer to the next
Cu and the following Au layer (Figure 5f). At this point the indenter had started to penetrated the
harder Cu layer (Figure 2c). The softer Au layer beneath then directly accommodated some of the
deformation introduced into the layer (Inset of Figure 3).
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Figure 5. Reciprocating sliding simulation snapshots with a force of 1000 eV Å−1 after (a,d) indentation,
(b,e) half a stroke and (c,f) one full stoke. Atoms in panels (a–c) are colored after their local atomic
shear strain values. Atoms with a atomic shear strain value lower than 0.2 are removed for clarity.
The atomic strains are computed using the relaxed undeformed state of the system a the reference
configuration. Panels (d–f) shows the corresponding common neighbor analysis (CNA). Atoms in
red are in an HCP local environment, atoms in blue are in a BCC local environment, atoms in white
are in an undefined local environment. In the CNA snapshots, all the FCC atoms have been removed
for clarity.
4. Discussion
We first discuss the results obtained for a normal force of 1000 eV Å−1. During the initial
indentation (Figures 2a and 3) the indenter did not penetrate entirely the first Au layer. Figure 5d shows
a significant density of stacking faults right underneath the indenter. As expected by various models
such as the Hall-Petch or confined layer slip (CLS) [48–50], at such a small scales the interface plays a
critical role blocking dislocations, since there is no space for dislocations to pile up. The accumulation
of defects is therefore responsible for the hardening of the single crystal Au layer, allowing the indenter
to only penetrate a fraction of its depth. The sudden increase in indentation depth at the onset of sliding,
marked by an arrow in Figure 3, can be explained by a sudden burst of dislocation activity in the third
layer while the indenter remains above the first interface. The burst of dislocations and therefore plastic
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deformation is clearly captured by the atomic strain analysis shown in the inset of Figure 3. During the
whole indentation process, part of the dislocations leave the contacting regions as prismatic half-loops
parallel to the surface, leading to sixfold symmetric deformation patterns (Figure 5a). Identical patterns
have been observed in experiments [51,52], discrete dislocation dynamics [53] and molecular dynamics
simulations [13].
The frictional strengthening observed in Figure 4b can be rationalized by the indenter displacing
material into the sliding direction as shown in Figure 4c ((1)–(3)). The pile-up of material in front of
the indenter facilitates flow of material towards the ends of the wear track. This happens because
the pile-up distributes the force over a cross-sectional area that is increasing with sliding distance
(leading to lower stresses) but also because the material inside the pile-ups is hardened [15,16]. The
rapid rise in lateral force in Figure 4b, found in the region indicated by arrows (3) and (4), corresponds
to the indenter pushing plowed material against the wall of the slide track upon reaching the dead
center. This mode of deformation has been experimentally observed on Ag|Cu multilayer with layer
thickness ranging from 4 nm to 20 nm [27]. In both simulations, the forces observed in the first two
cycles corresponds to a friction coefficients ranging from 0.25 to 0.75 which are in good agreement
with friction of coefficient for dry contact sliding of metals [54]. The friction coefficients are the
average lateral force divided by the average normal force, derived from the value of the onset lateral
force and final lateral force upon reaching the dead centers (approx. 250 and 750 eV Å−1 for the
1000 eV Å−1 calculation).
The rapid rise in frictional strengthening near the dead centers is because the indenter slides
against more and more metal, piled up in previous sliding cycles. The fold outside the wear track in
Figure 2f emerges from a pronounced interface roughness in the previous strokes. The interface
roughens as dislocation cross it to leave behind steps. The folds are plastic instabilities that
have been previously observed in nanoindentation of Cu|Au nanolaminates [3,4]. More generally,
during machining the formation of folds can be explained from plastic heterogeneity. Computer
simulations have shown the formation of folds at continuum [55] and molecular [56] scales. In our case,
heterogeneity is introduced by the mismatch in elastic and plastic modulus of the two constituents of
the nanolaminate.
In contrast to sliding at 1000 eV Å−1, we do not observe frictional strengthening at the 300 eV Å−1.
After the initial sliding cycle, the lateral force remains constant over the sliding distance and only
increases as the indenter hits the dead centers that contain piled-up material from the first sliding
cycle. This increase in lateral force simply represents the elastic response of the piled-up region. The
indenter smoothly slides on top of a Au surface with little lateral material transport, leading to a stable
friction response. We note that this constitutes a form of “run in”, where the friction force develops
over the initial sliding cycles and then stabilizes. Molecular dynamics calculations of covalently
bonded amorphous hydrocarbon have related the “run-in” process to self-passivation, the saturation
of chemical bonds by available binding partners within the film [57]. The run-in process here is entirely
different, with the bulk Au hardening to a point where plastic deformation no longer occurs and the
indenter slides on the surface.
Common measures of hardness for Au and Cu films show that Cu is the harder of the two
materials [58]. Hardness directly correlates with the fact that Au is penetrated faster than Cu in our
simulations. Cu layers also show a higher resistance towards sliding than Au layer. Friction forces
shown in Figure 4b are higher for the strokes displacing Cu atoms than those that plow an Au layer.
Besides pure Au and pure Cu, our calculations also contain a randomly intermixed intermetallic region
at the interface between the layers. For the calculation using a normal force of 620 eV Å−1 we observe
lower friction forces as the indenter slides within the interfacial region. This is likely due to pre-existing
partial dislocations [34], lowering the work required to plastically deform the substrate.
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5. Summary & Conclusions
We have shown and discussed simulations of scratching Cu|Au metallic nanolaminates with
an indenter of a size that corresponds to an atomic-force microscopy (AFM) tip for three different
normal forces. Our samples were initially terminated with an Au layer. The indenter sank into the
soft Au layer and friction is then determined by the force required to plow through the Au laminate
layer. During further cycles, the indenter slowly wore the subsequent (harder) Cu layer. Plastic
activity remained localized in the topmost layers and terminated at a harder Cu layer, since the motion
of dislocation across Cu|Au interfaces is hindered. This localized deformation to the top layers of
the nanolaminate. Our results are markedly different from those obtained recently in scratching
experiments, where the indenter radius∼15 µm was much larger than the layer thickness. Under these
conditions the subsurface deforms significantly, giving rise to large rotations and the formation of
Vortex-like structures [5]. Scratching with nanoscale tips is a complementary technique that allows to
study mechanical properties of individual layers under confined conditions. Cu|Au is the prototypical
example of a miscible system and the general observations here likely transfer to other miscible
nanolaminates. Future work should focus on studying an exemplary immiscible system, such as
Cu|Ni, because immiscible systems can form ideal misfit dislocation networks at the interface [35,59].
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4442/7/5/44/s1.
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